CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

This chapter present background of research, statement of problem, purpose of study, scope of study, research of significance, key of terms, organization of writing.

1.1 Background of Research

In essence, a human has a predicate as a communal being, so in their life, they always communicate with each other. Communication is an important thing to do because with communication they can exchange information. Human express their communication through language. Language is an important aspect of everyday life, it will make easier for the human to communicate. According to O’Grady et al. (1997) language is a communication system, media of thought, a tool of literary expression, a social institution, a matter for political controversy, a catalyst for nation-building.

Although there are many languages in the world, they have the same primary use of expressing ideas in key areas of humanity so that they can achieve their desire. In language, there are language variety and its part of sociolinguistics. One of many varieties of sociolinguistic is slang. Slang language belongs to the informal language, people use informal language informally and in an informal context. Slang language as a very informal language commonly found in spoken language. Particularly used by a group or person in an informal situation in order
to express something with a new word. According to Cony (1996) slang is an everchanging set of colloquial words and phrases that speaker use to establish or reinforce social identity or cohesiveness within a group or with a trend or fashion in society at large. So it means that slang language like a fashion that can change and with slang language can also make the site friendly.

The use of slang language is also commonly found in a work, such as in the movie and song lyrics. Movie and song as a medium to showcase the social condition of the community, for which the writer is interested in getting a movie entitled Fast and Furious 7th Movie. Fast and Furious 7th movie is an American action film directed by James Wan and written by Chirs Morgan which was launched in April 2015. This movie is the series of the episodes. This seventh episode is a more tensed episode of the previous episode because more action scene made audience pounding. In episode 7th it tells about Deckard Shaw is known as “Bad ass big brother” which is played by (Jason Statham). His want to avenge his brother who is lying comatose to the Dominic Toretto Genk played by (Vin Diesel) and his friend. Dominie’s team return to ordinary and abandoned life in trouble. Their intention has not materialized because they still get the error from their enemy, Deckard shaw. There are some interesting things to watch this movie, like a lot of tense action scene. It is also because in the making of this movie actor Paul Walker who plays as (Brian O’cornner) died from a car accident he drove. Other directors and crew have to go the extra mile for their re-story and editing, so the audience especially the fans of Paul Walker can still enjoy the action in this movie even though in fact has died. This movie is a type of action
movie where the players to express the action using a lot of slang words, which not necessarily the audience understand it. From the background above, the writers conclude the problems that exist in the film is from some slang word raised by the players cause misunderstanding for the audience. The slang word is a new word form where it less understood. Thus need to be studied more deeply.

In this analysis, the author is interested in analyzing the word formation process of slang that found in the Fast and Furious 7th movie. As in the background above the slang word is a new word form and the meaning of a new word is influenced by the process of forming a word. This process is usually called word formation process. In this research, the writer analyze the word formation process occurred in slang used by the character found in Fast and Furious 7 movies. So people can understand the plot and get the entertainment of the movie.

1.2 Statement of Problem

Based on the background of research, the writer found that most of the dialogues in the movie used slangs language. So this condition makes miss understanding and miscommunication for people who do not know the meaning even native speakers though, because slang is the new form of word to express something. The writer is interested in analyzing the word formation process and their meanings. The writer adresses some questions below:
1. How are the word formation processes of the slangs constructed in Fast and Furious 7 movie?
2. What are the type meanings of those constructed slangs found in Fast and Furious 7 movie?

1.3 Purpose of Study

1. To describe the word formation processes of the slangs constructed in Fast and Furious 7th movie.
2. To analyze the type meaning of slangs being analyze that found in Fast and Furious 7th movie.

1.4 Scope of Study

This study is limited to formation processes consisting of the process of compounding, blending, and clipping words. This is also limited to the meaning of those word formation process of slang found in Fast and Furious 7th Movie.

1.5 Research of Significance

Theoretically, this research can be useful in developing theories, especially in morphology fields in slang terms. This study is also a challenge to understanding the terms, the meaning, the process of formation of slang words.

Practically, this research gives many information and references for a university student who is English major in the application of morphology especially word formation theory and semantics study to find out the meaning terms. This research also provides benefits for the readers to increase knowledge
and understand the slang terms in the daily conversation, especially in an informal situation.

1.6 Key of Terms

Key of terms describes the part topic of analysis that is considered important to be given in order to avoid misunderstanding.

Slang: The term slang language used in this study refers to new form of the word to express something, used in informal situation by a person or group of people which is seasonal. As Cony (1996) stated that slang is defined as an everchanging set colloquial words and phrases that speakers use to establish or reinforce social identity of cohesiveness within a group or trend or fashion in society at large.

Word formation: The term word formation used in this study refers to linguistic process of forming word and in the end it make a new word form. As O’Grady et al. (1997) stated that word formation is the study of how new complex words are built on word or other morpheme. This is linguistic process for creating new words or terms, the process may come from old words to the new use without changing the meaning the meaning or can create entirely new words.

Meaning: The term meaning in this study refers to a message carried by slangs language used in Fast and Furious 7th movie. According to Leech (1981) meaning is the message or content that sign convey. From that theory it can called that meaning is a message carried by a word.

Fast and Furious 7th movie: The term Fast and Furious 7th movie in this study refers to the action movie with the characters often used slang language on the
dialogue. Fast and Furious 7th movie is an American action movie directed by James Wan and written by Chris Morgan which was launched on April 2015. This movie ia a series of the episodes, this movie is the seventh episode who played by Vin Diesel, Paul Walker, Dwayne Johnson, Michelle Rodriguez, Tyrese Gibson, Chris “Ludacris” Bridges, Jordana Brewster, Djimon Hounsou, Kurt Russell, and Jason Statham.

1.7 Organization of Writing

The frame of discussion from this research will give a clear guidance for the reader about the content of this research, so this study organized the frame of discussion as follows:

Chapter I is introduction. In this chapter mentions about background of the research, statement of problem, purpose of the study, scope of study, research of significance, and key of term.

Chapter II is review of related literature, it consist of previous study, slang, word formation, type of word formation, meaning, movie, Fast and Furious 7th movie.

Chapter III is research method. In this chapter mentions about research design, source of data, sample of study, technique of data collecting, technique of analyzing data, and sample of data.

Chapter IV is research findings and discussion. In this chapter mentions about research findings and discussion.

Chapter V is conclusion and suggestion. This chapter mentions about conclusion and suggestion.